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Frederick William Dame 

 

Agitating for Taqiyya and Academic Jihad in Germany 

 

Introductory Remarks 

 

On 5 July 2019, the Neue Züricher Zeitung (NZZ) posted an article by Prof. Dr. Bassam 

Tibi, a retired German academic of Syrian-Muslim heritage of the Georg-August-

Universität, Göttingen, Federal Republic of Germany.  The article is a very good 

example of Islamic taqiyya, meaning deception or the tactic of lying and Islamic 

academic jihad, which does not mean that the jihad is violent, but rather slimy and 

undercurrent. 

 

Logically thinking persons who hold the truth in the highest esteem cannot let such 

misleading propaganda go unanswered.  Therefore, I wrote an answer to Prof. Dr. Tibi 

and sent a copy to the NZZ.  I have not received a reply from either of them.  Probably 

I will never receive an answer. 

 

I find it necessary that English readers be aware of this lying, Islamic propaganda, 

which is symbolic of the daily fabrications of reality and intentional deceptions that 

Islam and Muslims undertake not only in the Federal Republic of Germany but also in 

all non-Islamic countries.  The idiotic German mass media, which is afraid of being 

labeled Islamophobic and racist, although neither Islam nor Muslims are a race, 

actively supports the cockamamie, taqiyya propaganda.  I have decided to translate 

Prof. Dr. Tibi's article into English and to repeat my original truthful comments to Prof. 

Dr. Tibi.  These truthful comments are in parentheses in red.  I have added explanatory 

footnotes.  They were not included in my original German letter to Prof. Dr. Tibi and 

the NZZ. 
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In no way do I intend to gloat over my academic background and pat myself on the 

back.  Nevertheless, The reader will notice in my letterhead that I am on academic par 

with Prof. Dr. Tibi, if not above par when compared to Prof. Dr. Tibi. 

*** 

In Medias Res 

 

Frederick William Dame  

Dr. rer . pol.; Dr. Phil .; D. Litt .;  

MA Eng .; MS Ed .; MA Int. rel .;  

BA Pol. Sci .; Dipl. Cultural Relations.  

 

Gruß Gott1 retired Prof. Dr. Tibi: 

The NZZ link https://www.nzz.ch/feuilleton/willkommenskultur-islam-und-muslime-in-

europa-wie-weiter-ld.1493390 shows that you had an article published in the Neue 

Zürcher Zeitung on July 5, 2019. 

 

Your contribution is herewith reproduced.   My truthful comments are in 

red.   Therefore, as you write:   in medias res!  

 

Our society must increasingly deal with Islamophobia and ideology. Image: 

Muslims praying in the House of Religions in Bern. (Image: Dominic Steinmann 

/ NZZ)  

                                                           
1 Gruß Gott is a German greeting.  It is the abbreviated form of (es) grüße dich Gott, meaning in modern German 
may God greet you.  The plural form in German is: (es) grüße euch Gott.  Because Prof. Dr. Tibi is a Muslim, I 
thought it appropriate to show him that in this case Allah does not greet him but that God greets him! 

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=https://www.nzz.ch/feuilleton/willkommenskultur-islam-und-muslime-in-europa-wie-weiter-ld.1493390
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=https://www.nzz.ch/feuilleton/willkommenskultur-islam-und-muslime-in-europa-wie-weiter-ld.1493390
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The proportion of Muslims in the European population will continue to grow: 

How does Europe want to deal with this?   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   Europe only 

needs to present the absolute truths about Islam!)  

 

Although the welcoming culture in Europe is over, the merger of migrant families will 

continue over the next few years. What is necessary is an unbiased discussion about 

a consensus of values. The magic words are "Leitkultur" and "Euro-

Islam."2   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   The only guiding culture for Muslims is 

Islam.   The only Islam for Europe for Muslims is not integration Islam, it is Islam only!)  

 

There are only two scenarios:  Either the Muslims pouring into Europe can integrate, 

or they form parallel societies. (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   Prof. Dr. Tibi, you know that 

Mohammed and Islam prohibit Muslims from integrating into foreign cultures.   Muslims 

should only create parallel societies as a pillar until they can destroy the culture of the 

host country!   Also, all Muslims should make friends with each other and exclude 

outsiders, i.e., those who are not Muslims.   [Quran 4:89, 4: 144, 5:51, 5:54, 9:23 and 

60: 1])   The American Islam researcher John Kelsay described the situation aptly in 

1993. He spoke of "enclaves existing in Europe," that "do not come from 

Europe."   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   If Muslims go to a foreign country to live there, 

they always set up enclaves!)  

 

Bassam Tibi. (Picture: PD) 

                                                           
2 Leitkultur means guiding culture. 
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In our confused world, one enters a mined area when one writes about the situation of 

Muslims in Europe. The Zeitgeist is dominated by a combination of irrational, post-

factional thinking and the prohibition of "uncomfortable thoughts" (Adorno). 

(TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   Theodor W.  Adorno (1903-1969) was one of the 

intellectual founders of the so-called Frankfurt School, which was committed to the 

destruction of political systems that the Frankfurt School intellectuals did not like!) 

Transferred to my topic: Enlightenment criticism of religion is reflexively dismissed as 

Islamophobia and unbiasedly branded as ideology.   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT: Islam 

is not a religion!   Islam is a wicked personality cult!)  Thus, a culture of self-censorship 

takes the place of open discussion. It is well advanced in Europe – and especially in 

German-speaking countries. However, that is not how we get on. Intellectual cowardice 

increases as much as parallel societies.   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   The intellectual 

cowardice is that tactically no ruling politician and professor at a university, whether in 

Germany or other European countries, says the truth about the objectives of Islam:  

the elimination and the replacement of cultures and the establishment of Islamic world 

domination!) 

 

Where is peace?  

 

So let us go unprejudiced in medias res.  Historically and ideologically, Muslims divide 

the world into "dar al-Islam/House of Islam" and the non-Islamic remnant to which 

Europe belongs.  For this remainder as "dar/house," there are historically several terms 

such as "harb" or "kuffar," i. e., «War» or «infidels.»   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   There 

are truly no other terms for dar al Harb in Islam. Islam recognizes it as a house of war 

that Islam must fight to control the world.  Using another word other than the house of 

war is a deception of the fact that Islam intends to conduct war on kafir countries.)   The 

Islamic peace project pursues the goal of Islamizing the world.  This is not an 

Islamophobic insinuation, but simply Islamic faith. Behind this is the equation of "dar 

al-Islam/House of Islam" with "dar al-Salam/House of Peace"   (TRUTHFUL 

COMMENT:   That is al-taqiyya propaganda!  The word Islam in its etymological 

development has nothing to do with the word shalom, the Hebrew terminology that is 
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usually translated as peace.3)  According to the worldview, world peace is only possible 

under Islamic dominance. (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   As long as there is Islam, there 

will be no world peace.   Islam has always claimed that Muslims were the victims, 

whereas in reality, Islam/Muslims were always the aggressors!)   In the past 14 

centuries, this world view has never been rethought.  (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   Islam 

forbids that there is any other reinterpretation of Islam than the one that Mohammed 

claimed in the Qur'an and its related positions in the Hadith). Muslims living in Europe 

are the first to be challenged to fundamentally reform this world view in the context of 

the acceptance of pluralism.   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT: Islam prohibits any reform of 

its doctrines.)   In European history, Muslims came twice as Jihad warriors to Europe: 

In 711 they came as conquerors to Spain and then again, in 1453, to Constantinople 

(now Istanbul) and then to the Balkans. Today they come peacefully in the context of 

«hijra/migration.»   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   Jihad was unleashed on Christianity via 

the Qur'an 9:29.   Qur'an 9:29 will always exist in its meaning and will always be highly 

respected by Muslims and will always be implemented.   Thankfully, Charles Martell 

(ca. 688-741),  the Frankish statesman and military leader, Duke and Prince of the 

Franks and Mayor of the Palace, defeated the Muslims at the Battle of Tours 732.  In 

1453, Mohammed II (1432-1481 ) transformed the Hagia Sophia4 into a pagan shrine 

for Muhammad/Allah.   Thank God the Polish King and Grand Duke of Lithuania Jan 

Sobieski (1629-1696) defeated the Muslim army in Vienna in 1683.   Is it peaceful for 

Muslim youths to stab and kill the kafirs and for Muslim communities to create no-go 

zones in Sweden, Denmark, London, France, and Germany?   "The Arabic Islamic 

term Kāfir refers to unbelievers or 'deniers of Allah.'  Káfir is derived from the word root 

k-f-r. This root word occurs about 500 times in the Qur'an and is used there to 

designate the opponents of Muhammad as kuffaar [unbelievers or as alladhīna kafarū 

[those who are unbelievers])"5                                                            

 

                                                           
3 Shalom can connote integrity and salvation.  The term does not only mean liberation from every 
calamity and misfortune, but also health, welfare, security, peace, and quietness and is one of the most 
widespread greetings in Israel.  It is a Hebrew greeting from the heart to the heart. 
 
4 Hagia Sophia is Greek and means holy wisdom. 
 
5  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C4%81fir.   See also   39 Ways to Serve and Participate in Jihad at 
https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-
compound/2D/2D06F676D114500575E4A970D5915C33_39_WAYS_(LAST_PART).pdf. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C4%81fir
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/2D/2D06F676D114500575E4A970D5915C33_39_WAYS_(LAST_PART).pdf
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/2D/2D06F676D114500575E4A970D5915C33_39_WAYS_(LAST_PART).pdf
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Unlike during the previous times, conquest today takes place without violence, but by 

having a concern for minority rights and identity politics.  Both are European, not 

Islamic, but they are easy to exploit. In this view, Muslims are considered to be their 

homogenous group, which requires the special treatment by the majority society, 

according to the credo: foreign peoples, foreign customs – each his own.   (TRUTHFUL 

COMMENT:   Regardless of the host country, Muslims have no legitimate rights to be 

considered in a special way that gives them special treatment.)    

 

A sober view is necessary 

 

No, that is not an exaggeration. The New York Times recently reported on the 

indigenous militant cell al-Muhajiroun, one of Europe's most prolific extremist networks. 

What do these Muhajiroun want?  Nothing else, according to the New York Times, than 

to "abolish democracy in the UK and introduce a caliphate with Sharia law."  That, too, 

is diversity, only different from what the multiculturalists think.  (TRUTHFUL 

COMMENT:  The goal of "introducing a caliphate with Sharia law" does not apply to 

the UK only!)  

 

What can be done?  Let us take the statistics from the reputable PEW Research Center 

based in Washington D.   C.  By migrating and bringing together polygamous and large 

families, the proportion of Muslims in the total population in Germany is likely to 

increase from 6 percent in 2016 to 20 percent in 2050.  In other parts of Europe without 

the politics of welcoming cultures, the percentage is lower but still significant.  Sweden 

surpasses Germany in this forecast and by 2050 will have 31 percent Muslims in its 

resident population.   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   Maybe we should include the officially 

documented presentations of Mr. Thilo Sarrazin in his books.  [See the listing 

below.]  The PEW research center often misses the truths!   A better source is the 

Gatestone Institute's Islam research.)  
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Come, we want to get to know you so you can meet us: August 1st brunch in the 

Mahmud Mosque in Zurich. (Image: Simon Tanner / NZZ)6    

(TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   This statement is nothing but al taqiyya – the Islamic 

doctrine of deception in certain circumstances, such as the protection of one's 

status)  

 

The citing of these statistics brings with the left-green narrative today the danger of 

being accused of either populism or racism because one allegedly leads contaminated 

water to the mills.  (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   Islam and Muslims are experts in 

spreading contaminated waters!   I know of no historical case when the world has 

changed for the better because cultures have been eliminated and displaced by 

Islam.)   Such allegations, however, are ridiculous – and dangerous. Politics, in 

particular, has to be able to talk openly about such figures and developments. If politics 

can not, the Muslims are the first to suffer (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   Muslims will 

always claim that they are at a disadvantage and suffer!)   Because the dishonest 

                                                           
6 The First of August ist he only federal holiday in Switzerland.  It commemorates the founding of Switzerland by 
the Federal Charter established in August of 1291.  All other holidays are set by the separate cantons.  By sending 
invitations to celebrate a so-called brunch day at local mosques, Islam is undermining the meaning of the Swiss 
National Holiday celebration.  The same undermining occurrs in Germany on the German Unification Day (Tag 
der Deutschen Einheit) on October 3.  Islam invites persons to come to their mosques to celebrate Open House 
Day, not to celebrate German Unification Day.  It will not take long for Islamic organizations to do the same in 
the United States of America and undermine American culture with respect to the Fourth of July patriotic 
Independance Day celebrations.  It might even be called American National Islam Day! 
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handling of such numbers stirs fears in the population – and then the Islamophobia is 

guaranteed to increase.   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   Islamophobia will not 

increase.   The truths about Islam will increase.)  

 

Now I am a Muslim myself and also a migrant and approach the described 

developments soberly. (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   As a Muslim7 and a migrant, you 

are prejudiced right from the start!   You have been brainwashed to convince you that 

you must be killed as an apostate if you decide for Christianity, or Judaism, or 

Hinduism, or Buddhism, etc.)   The problem can be identified on two levels:  first at the 

level of the host society, with the question of which framework it offers for the 

integration of immigrant Muslims. (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   The only justifiable 

framework is that Muslims live according to the laws of the host country and not under 

the laws of the Islamic Sharia!)  On the other hand, the Muslims are in focus, because 

they ask themselves the question of their willingness and their willingness to go so far 

to integrate that they become Europeans in the sense of citoyens (sic)8.   (TRUTHFUL 

COMMENT:   Muslims show no willingness to integrate.   Muslims will never do 

that.   Muslims will pay lip service to this willingness and then laugh at the Kafirs 

because they are so stupid that they believe in the delusions of Muslims!)  

 

More self-confidence  

 

The magic word for European receiving societies is "Leitkultur," and the term for 

Muslims living in Europe is "Euro-Islam."   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT: No, the only 

terminology is to BE EUROPEAN!)    A peaceful Europe with the original population 

and the immigrant Muslims as citoyens (sic) cannot exist without a consensus of values 

and a Europeanization of Islam.   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   There will never be a 

Europeanization of Islam because the teachings of Mohammed forbid this.   There will 

never be an Islamic understanding of European freedom because freedom in Islam is 

that the understanding of the masses indicates perfect slavery between Master Allah, 

                                                           
7 The meaning of Muslim is submitter or subordinate.  A Muslim is a submitter or a subordinate in a slave-like 
relationship to Muhammad/Allah. 
 
8 I surmise that Prof. Dr. Tibi is attempting to show his intellectualism by using the French word citoyen. 
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who is truly Muhammad, and his human slaves.   This is the Islamic teaching of 

Hurriyah.   Islam is based on non-freedom.   In the eyes of the Muslims, this makes 

Muhammad a great, perfect man to imitate.   Muhammad, however, was a "fat 

dwarf."   [Abu Dawud 40: 4731] who founded a cult of people who, with a very 

conservative estimate, killed 270,000,000 people because they were non-Muslims!   It 

is quite possible that the actual total number of innocent humans killed since the 

beginnings of Islam is close to one billion people killed.   The mathematical estimate 

for the Indian subcontinent is 600,000,000 plus.   For China, it is at least 20,000,000!9    

 

Do you also strive to be like Mohammed?   If you do not do it, then you are not a very 

good Muslim!)  

 

The term Leitkultur was often misinterpreted and distorted. Lead culture is nothing 

more than a house rule for people from different cultures in a value-oriented 

community. The locals should have the courage to confidently represent this 

canon.   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   When indigenous people show such courage 

against Muslims, Muslims play the role of the persecuted and accuse the indigenous 

populations of being islamophobic!)   They do not seriously bother anyone, least of all 

the Muslims who like clear messages.   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   Muslims like clear 

messages.   OK!   Because you are a Muslim, I challenge you to read the following 

clear and documented messages:  

I suggest that you broaden your horizons regarding Islam.   

The sources listed below are well documented and present the truths about Islam.  

  

(John 8:32   Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free .)  

                                                           
9 https://www.politicalislam.com/tears-of-jihad/.  

http://cspipublishing.com/statistical/charts/Islam-BattlesDate.pdf. 

http://www.danielpipes.org/comments/172982. 

https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/the-untold-historical-genocide-and-islamic-jihad-in-

western-china/. 

 

https://www.politicalislam.com/tears-of-jihad/
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=http://cspipublishing.com/statistical/charts/Islam-BattlesDate.pdf
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=http://www.danielpipes.org/comments/172982
https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/the-untold-historical-genocide-and-islamic-jihad-in-western-china/
https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/the-untold-historical-genocide-and-islamic-jihad-in-western-china/
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➢ http://thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/the_koran_the_m

ost_evil_and_dangerous_book-converted.pdf. This essay concerns what 

Muhammad advocated and what Muslims believe to be holy actions.   Pages 25-37 

have a listing of hatreds in the Koran.   Insults to women are on page 40. 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/muhammad

_epilectic_pedophile_psychopath.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/islam_is_no

t_tolerant.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/islam_is_no

t_peaceful.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/thoughtprov

okingaffirmativedisclosurespertainingtoislam3.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/deadlyconc

eptsofthecancerislam.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/howtodonu

mberoneandnumbertwoproperly.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/burnthekora

n.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/rebuttal.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/a_very_con

fused_and_brainwashed_muslim.pdf 

 

http://thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/the_koran_the_most_evil_and_dangerous_book-converted.pdf
http://thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/the_koran_the_most_evil_and_dangerous_book-converted.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/muhammad_epilectic_pedophile_psychopath.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/muhammad_epilectic_pedophile_psychopath.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/islam_is_not_tolerant.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/islam_is_not_tolerant.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/islam_is_not_peaceful.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/islam_is_not_peaceful.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/thoughtprovokingaffirmativedisclosurespertainingtoislam3.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/thoughtprovokingaffirmativedisclosurespertainingtoislam3.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/deadlyconceptsofthecancerislam.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/deadlyconceptsofthecancerislam.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/howtodonumberoneandnumbertwoproperly.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/howtodonumberoneandnumbertwoproperly.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/burnthekoran.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/burnthekoran.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/rebuttal.pd
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/a_very_confused_and_brainwashed_muslim.pdf
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/a_very_confused_and_brainwashed_muslim.pdf
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➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/acaseofaca

demicamentia.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/hijra.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/germanybel

ongstoislam.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/anexample

ofhypocrisy.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/theemirsora

lcrap.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/muslimsarei

ndigenoustoamerica.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/akafirbrothe

rhood.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/trump_is_ri

ght_about_islam_and_muslims_in_sweden_2.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/a_congressi

onal_representative_of_evil.pdf   Pages 3, 4 and 30-34 have lists of what Muslims 

believe.  

*** 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/nationalgeo

graphic1001inventions.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/nationalgeo

graphicsociety1001inventionsparttwo.pdf 

 

http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/acaseofacademicamentia.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/acaseofacademicamentia.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/hijra.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/germanybelongstoislam.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/germanybelongstoislam.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/anexampleofhypocrisy.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/anexampleofhypocrisy.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/theemirsoralcrap.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/theemirsoralcrap.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/muslimsareindigenoustoamerica.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/muslimsareindigenoustoamerica.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/akafirbrotherhood.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/akafirbrotherhood.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/trump_is_right_about_islam_and_muslims_in_sweden_2.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/trump_is_right_about_islam_and_muslims_in_sweden_2.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/a_congressional_representative_of_evil.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/a_congressional_representative_of_evil.pdf
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/nationalgeographic1001inventions.pdf
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/nationalgeographic1001inventions.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/nationalgeographicsociety1001inventionsparttwo.pdf
http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/nationalgeographicsociety1001inventionsparttwo.pdf
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➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/nationalgeo

graphicsociety1001inventionspartthree.pdf 

 

➢ http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/natlgeograp

hicsociety_1001inventionspartfour.pdf  

*** 

➢ https://vladtepesblog.com/  

➢ https://vladtepesblog.com/2019/05/05/this-mosque-is-the-greatest-scandal-in-

france/  

 

➢ https://gatesofvienna.net/  

➢ https://gatesofvienna.net/2019/04/islam-cant-change-and-wont-change/  

 

➢ https://gellerreport.com/  

 

➢ https://www.jihadwatch.org/  

 

➢ https://www.thereligionofpeace.com/  

 

➢ https://www.memri.org/  

 

➢ https://www.cspii.org/    

➢ https://www.cspii.org/de/artikel  

  

*** 
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*** 

 

The proposed values come from the universalistic Enlightenment Movement and, as a 

values consensus, enable a common understanding of living together: Critical reason 

is weighted higher than religious revelation, religion is a private matter. (TRUTHFUL 

COMMENTS:   Of course, believing in a personality cult is also a private matter!)   the 

law comes before the custom, whereby it is the same for everyone, there is freedom 

of thought and expression. (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   There is no free thinking and 

no freedom of expression in Islam because nothing should run counter to the Koran, 

Hadith, Sharia, and Sira!)10   This has nothing to do with an alleged European 

hegemonic culture.  (I'm laughing out loud!) 

 

Euro-Islam is the vision of a secular Islam that combines the rights and duties of Islam 

with the values of European culture. In fact, Islam has always adapted to local 

circumstances. (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   I'm laughing out loud again!)   The 

Africanization of Islam and the adaptation of Islam to Southeast Asian cultures can 

serve as a model.   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:    THIS IS NOT CORRECT!    Typical 

Islamist!   You are turning the facts around!   There was and is no Africanization of 

                                                           
10  The Hadith The term Hadith describes the traditional sayings and actions of Mohammed as well as 
the traditional sayings and actions of third parties which Muhammad is supposed to have tacitly 
approved.  
 
The term Sharia originates in the Koran where it is mentioned in Sura 45, verse 18, where it originally 
refers to the path in the desert that leads to the water source. Muslims derive a divine origin of Sharia 
from this.  "We have given the children of Israel Scripture, judgement and prophecy, given them all kinds 
of good things, distinguished them before people all over the world [...] After this (i.e. after the age of the 
children of Israel) we have fixed you regarding this on your (own) rite [ṯumma ǧaʿalnāka ʿalā šarīʿatin]. 
Follow him now, and not the (personal) tendencies of those who do not know".  - Sura 45, verses 16 
and 18.  The source of water for Muslims are the rules of Islamic law. 
 
The Sira ist he islamic biography of Mohammad. 

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=https://www.amazon.de/Robert-Spencer/e/B001JPACI0
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Islam and adaptation of Islam to Southeast Asian cultures.   However, there was and 

is Islamization of Africa and Islamization of Southeast Asian cultures.)    I have closely 

monitored and studied both in Senegal and Indonesia over the past forty 

years.   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   Before Islam came to Senegal in the 12th century, 

Senegal had traditional African religions that virtually no longer exist today.   Before 

Islam expanded to Indonesia in the 13th century, Indonesia consisted mainly of Hindu 

and Buddhist religions.   About 88% of Indonesia is currently Islamic.   Today, 

Indonesia is 1.7% Hindu and 0.7% Buddhist!   What an adaptation !!!)11 

 

Islam has many cultural, (TRUTHFUL COMMENTS: anti-cultural, especially when it 

comes to destroying the culture of the host country) denominational (TRUTHFUL 

COMMENT: Does a person cult count as a religious denomination?) and also socially 

different components.    (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   The social component of Islam is 

Muhammad/Allah and believer-slavery!)   One of them is the ideological totalitarianism 

of a political Islam that derives the principles of social coexistence from the Koran and 

proactively propagates it. This has nothing to do with a private religious belief that 

needs to be protected. Secular Euro-Islam is against this political Islam, which it rejects 

and is not Islamophobia.   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   That is pure deception!   There 

is only one kind of Islam: a totalitarian Islam.   There is no private, religious belief in 

Islam.   One belongs tot he hedonistic tribal community and one is either 

Islamic/Muslim or one is not and must be killed!)  

 

Europe can only maintain its civilizational identity if it makes a combination of Euro-

Islam and its guiding culture a political concept, involving Muslims in the process. 

(TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   The inclusion of Muslims will eventually turn into the 

destruction of European cultures.   Whenever and wherever Islam has spread its 

cancerous tentacles, the cultures of the countries it invaded eventually ceased to 

exist!)   This identity does not mean alienation to immigrant Muslims, but enrichment 

                                                           
11 The remaining are Protestant Christianity (7%), Catholic Christianity (2.9%), and Confucianism 

(0.05%).  Negligible make up 0.45%.  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion_in_Indonesia. Christians 

suffer sporadic violent, terroristic attacks by Muslims. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion_in_Indonesia
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for Europe.   (TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   I know of no cases where Islam has given any 

enrichment to a culture!)  

 

Outgoing Perspective 

 

TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   Muslims who believe in Islam and the deeds of Mohammed 

depicted in his Sira and try to emulate him become involved in his crimes against 

humanity.    Because you propagate for Islam and Muhammad, you are a modern 

accomplice to Muhammad's crimes against humanity.   Everything Muhammad had 

proselytized in Mecca in over a ten-year period was abrogated by him when he 

proselytized in Medina.   Also, the Sword Verses (Qur'an 9:29 and 9: 5) abrogate at 

least 124 verses that call for peace and tolerance!12    

 

TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   Your contribution that appears in the Neue Zürcher Zeitung 

is nothing more than slimy Islamic propaganda that is politically correct, which means 

that your contribution is not the truth.    Their statements are what Judaism calls CHET, 

which means that you are not on target, and particularly not just on target with your 

subject and the truth, but also you are not on target regarding your relationship to 

YHWH.   Prof. Dr. Tibi, you have distanced yourself from your creator!  

 

TRUTHFUL COMMENT:   An amazing amount of nonsense has been written about 

the freedom and tolerance of Muslims and Islam.   Your contribution will continue in 

this regard.   As a professor emeritus, you should be ashamed of yourself!  

 

I thank God every day that He takes the past, present, and future victims of Islam into 

His Paradise.   Trust in God, never in Allah! 

 

Frederick William Dame  

(A Believing Christian, Patriotic, Steadfast, and True) 

                                                           
12 The concepts of peace and tolerance apply to Muslims amongst Muslims only!  See also 
https://wikiislam.net/wiki/List_of_Abrogations_in_the_Qur%27an. 

https://wikiislam.net/wiki/List_of_Abrogations_in_the_Qur%27an

